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EACLive!™ Remote Learning: Designed for Today’s Engineers and Administrators
You, like a growing number of busy professionals, probably value the ability to access information without 
leaving your desk. EACLive!™ Remote Learning offers students a live learning experience that occurs in 
real-time through a web browser. 
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How EACLive!™ Works
1. Students join the class from their home or office. EACLive!™ leverages a broadband connection, 

web meeting and PC sharing software, and room microphones or speakers to plug a student into the 
classroom experience.

2. Students are given a unique computer ID associated with a specific workstation in our learning center. 
The student will connect to this workstation and leverage EAC’s software license to complete the 
course.

3. EACLive!™ is not “online training.” This remote learning option let’s students hear and see instructor’s 
lectures, see demonstrations, and complete individual lab work – all while staying fully connected with 
the instructor and classroom using chat windows, room microphones, and speakers.

Benefits
• Eliminate variable travel costs for students or instructors (airfare, hotel, meals, car rental, etc.)
• Reduce time spent away from job and home commitments
• Connect virtual teams for collaborative group training
• Eliminate time spent waiting for a specific course to become available in your area 
• Receive the same course materials as in-center students — including a course manual and access to 

supplemental resources (whitepapers, best practice guides, etc.) 

EACLive!™ is making professional education more convenient. We are leveraging technology to expand 
your access to high quality certified training. Our certified instructors can teach any course from the 
entire PTC catalog — and we can deliver it at your office, at our training centers, via EACLive!™, or 
through subscription based eLearning.


